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Historically, many schools have moved from the strict perspective
drawings of Walter Smith to an almost laissez-faire situation of letting
the children have complete freedom in expression. In 1872, Smith di
rected the Massachusetts Normal School, which trained many of the teachers
who established art activities In public schools in many parts of the
United States. Other influences on art education came from the philoso
phies of William James end John Dewey in the early 1900’s, and the result
ing emphasis on child-centered education stressed freedcm and opportunity
for learning through experience. Today, In shows of cM Idrenes art work
all these influences from the past can be found in the classrooms repre
sented. Each teacher has been exposed to one or more of these trends in
art education or to dIfferent stereotypes about art ia our culture.’
Children in elementary school should have the kinds of art activi
ties which enrich their knowledge, understanding, and enjoyment. They
need the experience of beauty In form, space, color, and design. They
need the insight and awereness that come through the vi sual sense. They
1June King McFee, Preparation for Art (San Francisco: Wadsworth
Publishing Company, Inc., 1961), pp. 179-160.
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need the feeling of achievement which results from the projection of theIr
own Ideas and the creation of their own art.
Teachers want and need IdeaS and projects to help them build an edu
cationally sound creative art program. Art has ways, processes, and prod
ucts unlike those of any other subject; thus teachers feel a need for
help In this specialized area. Teachers must also have an understanding
of philosophy and methods of modern art education, and access to art
• projects which follow this philosophy.
Within the span of one generation, art education has changed Its
phi icsopby and methods. The old ideas that art was something a teacher
poured into children have been replaced by the belief that art Is an out
pourIng of the child’s ideas and feelIngs. From the knowledge of mdi
vidual differences has came the conviction that each chlld’sart should
reflect his uniqueness. Children learn about art or anything else in re
lation to their need and interest at the moment.1
An appreciation of current phIlosophies of art education is basic
to the understanding of all aspects of the art program. In a good art
program, art is for all ch~idren. The gifted, the slow learners, the
typical-—all are engaged In purposeful work at the level of the limits of
their capaci ty. Swynehardt states that one of • the most important cri ten a
for an acceptable art program is that all of the work Is creative. ThIs
is evident In both product and process of working. Children are challenged
to think and solve problems.2
‘Blanche Jefferson, My World of Art (Boston, Massachusetts: Allyn
and Bacon, Inc., 1966), pp. 1—3.
2Mary Swynehardt, “The Role of the Principal In the Elementary Art
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Unfortunately there still exists a teaching technique which e&i—
cators cell “stereotyped art.” These two words are Set in quotation marks
because they are contradictory In meaning. “Stereotyped” means to repeat
without variation; it is the opposite of originate or create. “Art”
implies individually different expressions of ideas. If it is stereo
typed, it is not art; if it is art, It Is net stereotyped.1 Swynehardt
states definItely that the educational value of ‘tstereetypedart” is close
to zero, the products barren1 the whole process sterile.2
A number of writers in the art field have recognized two things:
(1) the chIldren’s desIre to express themselves, and (2) the effectiveness
of art media for expression, Knudsen and Christensen, in particular, speak
of the “deeply rooted creative impulse.” They are confident that children
would produce creative work without additional stimulation if they were
free from interference in their development.3
Elementary school teachers have been observed introducing a medium
about which they have negative feelings. Without realIzing it, by the
expressions on their faces and the way they handle the medIum, they .com
municaté to the chIldren their dIslike for It. Far this reason, many eduø
cators recomeend the assistance of an art specialist.
NCFee States that an art consultant in an art room or In the class-
Education Program,’ The Western Arts Association Bulletin, XLVI, No, 1
(November, 1961), 9-10.
1jefferson, op.. cit., p.. 3.
2Swynehardt, op. cIt.., pp. 9-10.
3Estelle Hagen Knudsen and Ethel MadIll Christensen, ChIldren’s
Art Education (Peoria, Illinois: Charles A. Bennet Co., Inc., l9~ó),
P. 13.
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room, has been found effective, particularly in the upper grades. The
succ~ss of•the plan depends on two important factors: (1) that the con
sultant knows enough about the childre~ to allow, for individual differ
ences and (2) that the teacher utilizes this art learning activity in
self-directed and integrated art activities.’
Art education in the elementary school is no longer considered a
“frill” in the curriculum. Creative art provides opportunities for edu
cational enrichment geared to the child’s level of development. Children
need the educational balance that takes into account the creativity they
were born with. Independence to create something different is ,a necessary
balance to the kinds of learnt ng which requl re all children to arrive at
the same solutIons. To a great extent conformity is necessary in factual
learning; similarly, nonconformity Is essential to art. øotb play a part
in the complete development of the child’s personality and education.
Evolution of the Problem
The writer’s interest In this problem stemned from her having taught
for two and one-half years as an art resource teacher in Escambia County.
The current art program was designed to fill a real need for “art help”
expressed by elementary teachers. it was designed to help those with
little or no art traintng. The organization of the program featured four
main services: (I) The first of the services was demonstration teaching.
The teachers requested the particular art lesson they wished to se. taught.
(2) Workshops and in.serv$ce courses were organized for the teachers who
felt that they would need more help. (3) Resource materials were assembled
1McFee, op. cit., pp. 274-275.
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and made available at the request of the teacher. (4) Televised art
lessons were shown twenty-one times per week.
Possessing a keen interest in the effectiveness of this program,
the writer used this subject far research.
Contribution to Educational Research
The writer felt that the findings of this study would give definite
directions toward effectively 1mpro~ing the elementary art program In
lIght of trends used in art education. It was further intended that this
study would help in describing techniques which this program can best serve
the classroom teacher.
Statement of the Problem
The problefl~ Involved in this study was to survey and analyze teach
ers’ opinions regarding the current art resource program. These opinions
were subjected to cri ted a which euthori ties in the area consider requi SI te
and/or highly acceptable as current trends In the field.
Purpose of the Study
The maIn purpose of the study was to describe and analyze the ele
mentary art program as seen by the teachers of Escambia County, FlorIda.
More specifically, the purposes of this research determined the teachers’
opinions regarding:
1. The influence of the educational television art program
upon the art programs in the specific schools.
2. The leplicatIans for the continuance of a correlated art
• program and the “sign~up” type of schedule.
3. The extension and use of varied art media as a result of
the television art program and demonstration teaching by
the specialist.
. The services of the art specialist.
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5. The content of the current art program.
6. Proposed extentions of the current art program.
A further aim of the research was to determine how the foregoing
opinions agreed with er differed from criteria found in authoritative
sources.
Definition of terms
It was the opinion of the writer that the following terms should
be defined:
1. “Art education” Is an activity of children in their individual
reactions to their env4roi~ei4. It is a language that en
riches the entire curriculum.’
2. “Creative art” is a child’s way of free expression of ideas
with materials.2
3. “Creativity” means the ability to produce or the quality of
producing something new, unique, original, not existent
before. 3
Limitation of .theStudy
The limitations of this study ware as follows:
1. The fact that the information received in this study
involved only the opinions of teachers In the elementary
schools of Escambia County.
2. The extent to ~i ch the respondents coul d not give factual
opinions, freed of biases or other arbi trary factors.
3. The inherent limitations of the questionnaire technique
as I denti fled and agreed upon by researchers.
Locale of the Study
At the time of the study, there were 2,500 teachers, principals and
1I4cFee, o~. cit., p. 7.
2defferson, op. cit., p. 9.
3Helen Heffersman, “The Step Beyond: Creativity,” Childhood
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supervisors eqlayed In the Escania County School System. The bard of
Public Instruction was oçwating 72 schools. This study involved 450
teachers ~loyed in 50 elemertary schools. The range in experience pro
vided significant survey appraisal of the elementary creative art program.
Method of Research
ml $ study eqloyed the oéscrtptive.4urvey methodology, utilizing
the questionnaire sad Interview techniques, and documentary analysis as
research tools to collect data necessary.to fulfill the purpose of this
research. The itt tar felt that this áethod was appropriat. for ascertain
ing the status of the phenomena under cénsideratton.
Materials and Subjects
The material and subjects used in this study are identified below:
1. Subjects - The subjects Involved in tbls study van the class
room teachers employed in the £scaaia County Public Schools
during 107-1968 school year. leachers indicated a need for
flart~help” in a survey conducted by the Adeint strative staff
of Escambla County School System. Seventy-five per cent of
the teachers had taken only two art courses tdiich tare not
structured to develop a good creative art program. Tvmntys
five per cent of the teachers indicated a total of six or
mere semester hours in creative art courses, 11* current art
program was initiated involving twelve art specialists. The
subjects signed a scheMe which was placed In each school,
indicating their specific needs. Conferences ian arranged
with specialists eec subjects to determine ways to meet these
needs. Subjects would observe the specialists’ teaching with
subjects’ class and proceed with follow-up suggestions.
2. Materi~is
(a) The basic data-gathering instrument was a specially designed
questionnaire which was structured by compiling a set of
cr1 tone from the surveyed literature, The cr1 teds were
Educat1~i~i xxXXflI, No. 4(Oecember, 1966), 191.
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formulated Into a set of questlons which were submitted
in questionnaire form to an adviser on the staff of
Atlanta University. With the assistance of the adviser,
the instrument was logically validated, and later sub~.
mitted in its final form. A copy of the questionnaire
will be found in the Appendix.
(b) A checklIst of criteria ascertafned from the literature
was formulated according to the major purposes of the
study.
Procedural Steps
The procedural steps involved in this study were as follows:
1. Permission was obtained from the necessary authorities to
conduct this study.
2. The questionnaIre was constructed and distributed to
respondents.
3. Where possible, intervIews ware held with. the respondents.
4. The literature germane to the study was revietmd and summarized.
5. Data was recorded and asSembled Into appropriate tables.
6. Findings, conclusions, i~iicat1ons and recommendations ~mre
presented in the final thesis copy.
Survey of Related Literature
The If terature pertinent to this study was examined to identify cur
rent changes and phiiosepb~es of art education in the elementary schools.
Literature was also examined to identify standards or criteria for coflm
structing an art program to meet the needs of today’s children.
Within the art education profession in the United States a vigorous
debate which is now in process promises to bring about major transforma
tions of the goals, content, and methods for the teaching of art. Long
established ass~ttons are being challenged, and a new level of analytical
clarity is beginning to emerge, especfally in the elementary schools.
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Barkan states that, an indication of this change can be seen in a
comparison of statements by three leadIng AmerIcan art educators.
In 1957, Viktor Lewenfeld exptessed the then..prevailing view when
he wrote:
• . .in art educat4en, art is used only as a means to an end
and not as an end in itself. It is the aim of art education
to use the creative process to make people more creative
regardless of where this creativeness will be applied.
In contrast, Victent Lanier objected in 1963 to “. . . using creativ
ity as the prime value of art activity. • .“ A further objection was
raised by David W. Ecker who declared that there Is a difference between
~hat forms of creativity ought to be encouraged and which forms dis
couraged in education and society.”’
flarkan further stated that:
• • •while such objections are challenging the wisdom of ex
elusive attention to creative behavior as the major goal of
art education, they do not deny the significance of cre
ativity in art. Rather, they are trying to Identify the
distinctiveness of art a~ a means to determine what art
teachers ought to teach.’
Schuchat quoted FrancIs Keppel in an article, when for a different
outlook in art education, Keppei stated, “, • .provi sions for teaching
creative arts are notably inadequate In our schools.”3 He further cited,
• .instltutes in elementary school art as a source of help to the
tNanuel Barkan, “Prospects for change in the Teaching of Art,”
Art Educa t4q~, XXXX (November, 1966), 4a.6.
____ p. 5.
3m.odore Schuchat, “A National Foundation on the Arts and Humani
ties,” Grade Teach~, (Apr11, 1966), 54.
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classroom teacher who, for lack of training,, uses stereotyped devices.,
or copying, or unguided self-expresston under the guise of teaching
art.”’ . . . . . ..
The ability to create an original, expressive and imaginative work
is valued above mere technical facility. Creativity has been the essen.
tial component of art education and research Is now beginning to appear
in this area. lark~HorovItz asserts that, people look hopefully to the
schools to nurture creativeness through art education, and this responsi.
bility Is’ both a tribute and a challenge to the teacher.2 They point out
that creati vi ty can be encouraged, but we cannot sped fy how thi a can be
done, nor indeed guarantee that anything teachers do will have a marked
effect on the creatIvity of their students.3
Zn another article, Ton~dnsan states that, free expression by it
self Is merely freedom to do nothing. A child must ftrst have the toots
to express himself. Then he must be challenged to use tbem imaginatively.
This writer states very definitely that the child should be guided to gain
thi necessary ski’ I Is wi th which to make a”de4uate expressions. ~ thout
this and the self.dtsclpline that the exercise of these skills demands,
“creative expr€ssion” i.s Just as unsatisfactory as the stereotyped art
program.
1Zbld., p. 5.
2Betty LarkIHorovi tz, Understanding. Art for Better Teachi ng (Cal
umbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc., 1967), p. 166.
31bid.
4E. G. TomkInson, “A Critical Look at Creative Art,” Grade
Teacher, (April, 1966),’ 56—57.
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Of all, the curriculum areas of the ‘elementary. school, art.offers
the greatest opportunity for establi shing conditions conducive to the
development of creativity. Through art activities, children can be helped
to retain or regain their freshness of vision, their sensitivity to the
physical world, or their ~openness to experience.’!
Krippner identifies ten rules which hamper creativity.1
1. Everyth~ng thou does must be useful.
2. Everything thou doest must be successful.
.3. Everything thou doest must be perfect.
4. EverythIng thou knowest must like thee.
5. Thou shalt not prefer solitude to togetherness.
6. Remember concentrated attentIon and keep It holy.
7. Thou shalt not diverge from culturally imposed sex norms.
8. Thou shalt not express excessive emotional feelings.
9. Thou shalt not be ambiguous..
10. Thou shalt not rock the cultural boat.
Authorities agree that creativity should not be hampered. Children
should be encouraged to give expression to their imagination by having them
draw fantastic animals, worlds, dreams and wishes.
Art education should be a crea ti ye process which requt res f lexi bi ii ty
and it should afford ample opportunity for desirable experience and learn
ing. Art becomes a way of living in the classroom when children express
themselves and interpret what they see, feel and hear. Experiences of
sslf..expressien and self-evaluation contribute to the development of the
Intellectual, emotional, and social qualities of their personality and
point the way to self-realization and self—confidence.2
Relatively few studies have been devoted to curricul~ss methods and
1Stanley Krippner, “The Ten ~otmnandnents that Block Creativity,”
The Education Oi~est, XXXIII (January, 1968), 23-26.
2AlIce M. Schwartz, “The Effects of Conditioning Upon Children’s
Color Choices and Color Usage,” (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Pennsyl
vania State College, 1960).
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improvements in tnstructlon In art education. Virtually none of the
research has been concerned with art education teachin methods. Some
experimental studies have attempted to analyze various methods of moti-.
vatton in art werk based an age-grade development. It has been found
through survey techntques that a general pattern of lndividualtty~
involvement and,flexibiiity exists In the development ofart abilities,
This pattern has important implications for creative teaching.
Schwartz examined the effects of conditions upon children’s color
choices and color usage in an attempt to discover the basis for the
development of their likes and dislikes in color. Using stxty’ntne cliii-
dren in grade two, she compared selection and object drawings made by
randomly chosen groups, and discovered Si gel ft cant differences in color
preference. Results Indicate that it Is possible to Influence or change
the color choices of clii ldren by means of experimental conditioning. It
was concluded that plcasure.and.non-pleasurable experiences with chosen
colors definitely influenced the subsequent color choices of the subjects
when the colors were presented in the form of color.’objects and also, in
the form of colored pictures printed en paper or in selected colors used
to express an object ~n drawing. It was also concluded that preferences
for colors are probably acquired responses, based on emotional experiences,
and are capable of being modified by subsequent experiences,
Johnson surveyed supervisory practices for art education In large
city school systems to determine their effectIveness in helping teachers
become more proficient In the teaching of art, Results revealed that In
large school systems the art supervisor usually was a member of the in~
structienal services staff under the leadership of the director of Instruc
tion. The art supervisor worked more frequently with groups In the large
13
school systemS than with the individual teachers. It wasfound that
group supervisory practices valued most were: discussIon groups, demon
strations, workshops, confereflees, and group observations of a gocd teach
ing situatIon. The chief responsibIlity of the art supervisor was recog
nlzed as that of helping teachers fmprove art teaching)
Lansing examined the effects of class size and room size upon the
creative drawing of a group of fifth grade: pupils. Results indicated
that class size from eighteen to forty children produced no significant
effect upon the quality of drawings1 Room size and increased teacher—
pupIl contact seemed to have no significant effect on drawings of fifth.
grade children. However, it was observed that motivation and the general
classroom climate did have a significant relationship to children’s cre
ative drawings.2
Research gives evidence that imitative methods have detrimental
effects on the child’s creativeness. According to the experiments of
Russel and Waugaman, 63 per cent of all children who had been exposed to
coloring birds lost their initially established sens~ tivi ty to birdS end
changed their concepts to resemble the stereotyped.3
L.owenfeid indicated eight basIc aspects of the creative process.
These factors are sensi tivl ty, fluency, flexl bill ty, originality, reorgani
tlvan. E. Johnson, “Supervision of Art. in Large CIties: Supervisory
Practices for Art Education in Large School Systems which Have Implica
tions for Helping Teachers Become More Effective in Teaching Art,” (un
published Ph.D. dissertation, New York UnIversity,. 1961).
2kenneth 11. Lansing, “The Effect of Class Size and Room Size Upon
the Creative Drawings of Fifth Grade Children,” (unpublished Ph.D. dis
sertatIon,. Pennsylvania. State University, 1964).
3Viktor Loweñfeid and W. Lambert Brittain, Creative and. Mental
Growth (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1966), pp. 7-9.
zation, abstractness, synthesis, and~ the abut ty to organize. He points
out that thes€ factors are some of the basic qualIties of any art experi
ence.
A program of art experiences for children belongs to the chtldren~
and if a program should b planned otherwise in the mistaken belief that
adult standards of the achievement are right for ~chii4ren, then the prom
gram is of no value In the elementary school. Erdt states that well-
planned art program will provide many opportunities for freedom of choice
so that chIldren my choose and investigate different kinds of materials.
She further state*~ that a good program wIll be directed to meet expected
changes in normal growth.1
Authorities agree that the program of art education is a means for
expressIon and comeuni cation to be used by every teacher for every dl s~
cipline In the class working program. Conrad supports this concept by
stating that the elementary~ teacher must always be aware of the relation-.
shtp between art and other discipilnes. He further States that the teach
er’S basic frame of reference is provided by the relation of the chIld’s
growth to the activitIes that grow out of the curricular program.2 Swyne
hardt’s theory of tntegrat~ng art with other dfscipBnesof the curriculum
indicates that art can and should enrich activity in other~ subject areas,
but it must not be allowed to sacrifice Its objectives In the process.3
• Research in the area of art education seems to indicate that every
tllargaret Hamilton Erdt, Teaching Art la the Elementary School (New
York: Rinehart and Company, Inc., 1961), p. 5.
2George Conrad, The Process of Art Education in the Elementary
School (Engieweod Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice—Hall, Inc., 1964), p. 22.
3Swynehardt, op. cit., p. 9.
is creative In different degrees and in different ~ys. Creativity can
be discouraged or developed through the kind of directIons children have
at home and in school’. Work in art acts as a spur’ or’ as a btake to cre
ative opportunity for every cM Id. Authori ties seem to agree that since
children must rely so heavily upon themselves, it is essential that every
problem be taken from the knowledge and experience comeon to them. WI th
proper gui dance in art, each child can become mor. dependent afld resource..
ful In his thinking, and more discriminating in his art judgments.
Six general concepts necessary for effective children1s art educa
tion as listed by Knudsen and christensen ares (1) permissive atmosphere,
(2) stimulation, (3) guidance, (4) acceptance, (5) developmental levels,
and (6) evaluation.1
Authorities in the art field agree that creative art programs should
be planned and directed so as to open wide vistas of possibility far self-
expression and to cause children to realize the satIsfaction and joy that
come through engaging in art experiences. Bradfteld has identified and
listed a number of i~ortant factors to be considered in an art program
for the elementary school.
1. A classroom atmosphere which is conducive to creativity
should be maintained.
2. Pupils should contribute to the atmosphere of creativity
in the classroom,
3. The necessary materials and equipment should be provIded
for a good art program.
4. All children Should be given sufficient epportuni ties to
express creative ability in art.
‘Knudsen and Christensen, op. cit., p. 13.
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5. The art program should consist of wall-planned activities
which build one learning experience upon another.
6. Teachers should grow and develop professionally in their
ability to guide .ch~idren’s art experiences.
7. A proper balance of art activi ties should be provided so
that the needs of the group and of Individuals are net.
8. A variety of materials and teacher guidance should be readily
available so that children can move freely. fran one medium.
to another in the expression of their ideas.
9. The art period should be organized in such a way that pupils
may work in. groups as well as individially. The teacher should
give individual instruct4ons when needed.
10. Wholesome teacher-pupil relationship should be encouraged by
showing an appreciation to.every child as a creative Individual
and by offering constructive suggestions and encouragement.
11. All resources of the classroom including time, space, tools,
furniture, supplies, books and the like, should be utilIzed
with flexibility, and the proper care of materials should be
er*Vhasize.d.
12. The classroom and materials should be organized effectively
for art experiences, and the comeuni ty resources and free
materials utilized when possible.
13. Art should be correlated with other areas, Through drawings,
paintings, and construction. Children should be given an
opportunity to crystallize their Ideas and to recreate the
experiences they have had.
14. Children should evaluate creative expressions by standards
set up by teacher-pupil planning. . They should cooperate
in planning attractive and meaningful displays of their work
arid of other materials needed for learning purposes.
15. A basis for art expression should be provided by arousing
each child’s interest in his own personal experiences.
16. Children should be stimulated to acquire new art Interest
by being exposed to a variety of possibilities for expression
and appreciation.1
tLuther E. Bradf$eld, Teaching in Modern Elementary Schools
(Columbus, Ohio; Charles E. Merrill ~óoks, Znc.,i9~6), pp. 110—111.
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Bradfteld further asserts the task of the art specialist as listed
below:
1 • Assumes leadership in organizing and executing the art
program.
2. OrganIzes workshops, meetings, institutes, and other types
of in-service improvement programs.
3. Assists in the classroom when called upon by the classroom
teacher for a specific purpose.
4. Demonstrates or arranges for demonstrations of specific
procedures and techniques.
5. Keeps teachers Informed of newest developments In this
spec~alized fIeld through newsletters and bulletins.
6. Provides for the establishment and maintenance of a school
envi ronment for teachers and pupils conduci ye to creati ye
thought end action.
7. Provides leadership for the development of fine-arts program
which helps children to develop resourcefulness, responsi
bility, and self—reliance.
8. collects, organizes, and distributes teaching materials, and
encourages teachers to make use of facilities, resources and
talent of the coemunity in the art program.
9. Assists teachers to use varied methods, materials, and activI~
ties for an effective arts program.
10. Arranges for a library of available books, materials and other
resource aids for an effective program for Improvements.
11 • Facilitates the work of the specialist and classroom teacher
by maintaining lines of communication between them.
12, Arranges for scheolwldö art exhibitS.
13. Arranges for special help to new teachers and teachers who
feel insecure in teaching art.
~ Arranges for space, facilities, materials and equipment in
the school to accoemodate the art program.
15. Provides for cooperative evaluation of the effectiveness of
the program and practices in terms of improved Instruction.
16. Provides assistance in the selectIon and use of a variety of
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media to meet the needs ef children at different levels
of development.
17. Assists teachers in planning for meaningful and purposeful
experiences which stimulate self-expression and appreciation
in children.
18. Assists teachers in providing experiences in art and music
for children In connectign with units of work and in all
areas of the curriculum.’
A position statement issued by the National Art Education Comn$ttee
asserts the following as the essentials of a quality school art program
for the elementary school:
Content: The art program should provide experiences in:
1. Examining 1ntens~veiy both natural and manmade objects
from many sources.
2. Expressing individual ideas and feelings through use of
variety of art media suited to the manipulative abilities
and express4ve nCeds of the student.
3. ExperImenting in depth with art materials and processes
to determine their effectiveness in achieving personal
expressive form.
4. Working with tools appropriate to the students1 abilities
in order to develop manipulative skills needed for satis
fying aesthetic expression.
5. organizing, evaluating, and reorganizing work in process
to gain an understanding of the formal structuring of
line, form, color, and texture in space.
6. Looking at, reading about, and discussing works of art;
painting, sculpture, and constructIon.
7. Evaluating art of b~th students and mature artists,
industrial projects, home and con~rnity design.
8. Seeing artIsts produce works of art in their studios,
in the classroom, or en film.
9. Engaging jn acti vi tIes which provide opportuni ties to
apply art knowledge and aesthetic judgment to personal
life, home or cemnuni ty planning.
‘Ibid., pp. 113—114.
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Time and Scheduling: Every elementary school child should receive
regularly scheduled art instruction from a certified art teacher
in a specially equipped art room for a minimum of 100 minutes
per woek. In addition to regular instruction, time, space,
and materials should be provided for supplementary independent
and individual art experiences in the regular classroom. Every
elementary art teacher should have at least one period per day ~
far advanced planning and preparation f materials and displays.
Albert Hurivttz., Supervisor of Art Education, Dade County Public
Schools has suggested these “Cardinal Principles of Art Education” for a
quality, art education program for the elementary school:
1. Planning and designing of at least one mural a year. Murals
are important because they Involve the seeking and displaying
of Information, planning and working together and sharing with
the rest of the school. (A puppet show also has these values
with the added one.of creative writing.)
2, construction of at least two threea..d~,mensiona.l projects in
volving individual dioramas, or a class model of some corn
munityproblem.
3.. Use of an easel In a paInting area for someone with special
Interests and ideas.
~i. Employment of a variety of drawing and painting activities to
be rotated so that the idea of novelty and excitement never
disappears: crayons (and Its many uses in combination with
paint or cloth, as an etching technique, and the like),
soft lead pencils for upper elementary, chalks, construction
paper, tempera,.collageand.so on. ~.
5. Engagement in at . least t~ painting sessIons a month.
Man~puiatton of modeling and carving materials. (Clay,. large
bars of soap, plaster of paris mixtures,, etc.).
7. Printing experiences with potatoes, carrots, turnips, soap,
erasers, linoleum, and the like, . . ,
8, Rotation of, .coemittees to, set up we1l~spaced bulletin boards.
1National Art Education Association Com,.ittee. “The. Esseptials
of a Quality School Art Programs A Position Statement by the National
Art Education Association,” Art Education, XXI, (January, 196~),..28—3l.
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9. Construction of at least one poster project a semester to
serve a school or communi ty function.l
Suninary of the Survey of Related Literatura
Basic sunnnaries and inferences evolving from the literature In this
study were summarized tn the fel 1owing~ statements:
1. Creative behavior is the méjor goal of art educatIofl.
2. Institutes or werkshops in elementary school art are sources
of help to the classroom teacher.
3. Creativity is the essential component of art education.
4, creativity can be motivated.
5. Imitative methods have detrimental effects an the child’s
creativeness.
6. The basic qualities of any art experience are sensitivity,
fluency, flexibility, originality, reorganization, abstract—
ness, synthesis and the ability to organize.
7. A well-planned art program will provide many opportunities
for freedom of choice and Investigate different kinds of
materials.
8. A good program will be directed to meet changes in normal
growth.
9. Art can and should enr~ch activity In other subjects. It
Is a means of expression and communication for every dis
cipline.
10. Six general concepts necessary for effective children’s art
education are: (1) permIssive atmosphere, (2) stimulatIon,
(3) guidance, (L~) acceptance, (5) developmental levels, and
(6) evaluation.
11. All children should be given sufficient time sea opportunities
to express creative ability In art.
1Albèrt Jurivit;, ‘*nrlchlng t Elementary School Art Program, “
Teacher’s Encyclopedia (Engle~od Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1966), pp. 16—lieS.
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12, Teachers should grow and develop professionally in their
ability to guide cMldren’s art éxper~ences.
13. A proper balance of art activities should be provided so
that the needs of the group and of individuals are met.
14. The art specialiSt should assume the responsibility of
organizing and executing the art program.
15. The contents of a good elementary art progrem should provide
the following experiences: (1) Execution of murals, (2)
Three.dtmentional projects, (3~ Painting and drawing activi~
ties, (4) Varied modeling and sculpture techniques, (5)
Printing and design (6) Weaving and stftchery, (7) Collage
and mosaic techniques, and (8) Visual aids (films, art re
productions, slides and art shows).
16. Techniques arid procedures for motivating an art lesson
should vary.
17. ChIldren should engage in art activities one hundred minutes
per week.
18. A certified art specialist should be based in each school.
19. A specially equipped art room is the component of a sound
artprogram.
20. The art specialists should assist teachers~ with specific prob..
lees.
The basis of these criteria stemeed from the “Goals”, “Structure”
and “General Characteristics” of a good art program as found in the litera
ture pertinent to the purposes of this study. The survey of the Ii tera
ture served as a basis for many of the procedures and much of the content
included in the chapter which follows.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND X:NTERPRETATION OF DATA
Introductory Explanations
The main purpose of the study Is to describe and analyze the ele
mentary art program as seen by the teachers of £scan~ta County, Florida.
)lore specifically, the purposes of this research determined the teachers’
opinions regarding:
I. The influence of the educational television art program
upon the art program in the specific schools.
2. The i~li:cations for the continuance of a carrelated
art program and the “sign-up” type of schedule.
3. The extension and use of varied art media as a result
of the television art program and demonstration teaching
by the specialist.
4. The service of the art specialist.
5. The content of the current art program.
6. Proposed extensions of the current art program.
A further aim of the research was to determine how the foregoing
opinIons agreed with or differed from criteria found In authori tati ye
sources. ThIs chapter Is designed to fulfill these purposes.
The data as obtained from the responses of teachers to a sped ft -
cally designed questIonnaire are presented in this chapter. The question
naires were distributed to teachers in the elementary schools in Escambia
County,~ Florida. Four hndred and fifty questionnaires were dl atH buted
and a total of twe hundred and sixty or 57.7 per cent were returned. The
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data derived from the responses to the questionnaires were organized
into nine tables and.are presented herein.
Responses of Teachers Reyard~.ng the Educational .
Television Art Program ..
This section of the questionnaire regarding the educational tele~
vision art program contained eight items as found in Table I, page 24.
Two hundred and fourteen part~cIpanta responded to all of the items
while forty-six or 17.6 per cent gave no response. The sections.which
follow are organized according to the major areas of response provided
for the participants.
Posittve. reactions of the teachers to the
EducatiönalTelévlsjon Art Program
One hundred seventy..ftve or 81.7 per cent of the teachers indicated
that televised art lessons were conducive to creativity on the part of
the pupilS and beneficial to teachers’ need for Hart_heipu. One hundred
fIfty-eight or 73.3 per cent of the participants ranked as second thefr
belIef that the televised art lessons were provided with successive ex
periences In all art media. The item regarding art experiences in con
nection with units in all areas of the curriculum received only 62.6 per
cent of the responses.
It would appear that the participants considered the educational
televl$Ion art lessons of great value to the art program. The. fact that
only 62.6 per cent of the participants responded positively to the Items
regardi rig art experienceS In connection wi th un ta I ridi cated that the
program could have been strengthened in this area.
Re;ponses i ndi cat~n~ occasfona I . use of
the television art program
TABLE I
RESPONSES OFTEACHERS REGARDING THE E0UcAflONALTELEvISIoN ART
PROGRAM
Yes No Occasionally Never
Items NumberPer Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent~
Were televised art lessons:
conducive to creativity
on the part of the pupils? 175 81.7 11 5.1 28 13,2 0 0.00
Related to children’s in
terest? 183 85.5 13 6.0 18 8,5 0 0.00
Continuously motivating to
the viewers? 158 73.3 21 9.0 36 16.8 0 0.00
Provided with successive
experiences in all art
media appropriate to
children’s levels of
development? 157 73.3 16 5.2 ~l 21.5 0 0.00
Conducive to interest span
of the viewers? 162 75.7 18 7.5 36 16.8 0 0.00
Noti vating to encourage
self-directed activities
on the part of the pupils 170 79.1 12 5.7 32 14.9 0 0.00
TABLE 1--continued
Yes No Occasionally Never
Items Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
Benefl ci al to teacher’s
need for •‘art’.help”? 175 81.7 19 9.0 .20 9.3 0 0.00
Related to experiences
in connection wi th units
In al areas of the
curriculum 134 62.6 28 21.7 53 24.7 0
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A range of eighteen to ft fty.three or 8.5 per cent to 24.7 per cent
of the teachers said that the televised art lessons were occasionally
designed to benefit the teachers1 need for “art-help’. On the basis of
these percentages., one might conclude, that a relattvely small proportion
of the teachers rated the art lessons as occasionally beneficial.
Teachers’ indication of no parttctpation
In the program
•A very small percentage of the participants 1nJ• cated a ~‘no” response
to the items listed in Table I. A range of eleven to twenty-eight or 5.1
per cent to 12.7 per cent indicated that the television art lessons were
of no educational value. It appe red from the above analyst $ that for a
small percentage ~f the teachers the educational tele$ston art lessons
were 4nadequat•ely designed as “art-help~. A further Explanation m4ght be
that there were Hint ted television sets in the various schoolS.
Responses of TeacherS Regarding the Use of Varied
Art Media as a Re it of the Television Art
Program and Demonstratfon Teaching
This category of the questionraire regarding the use of vartous art
media contained sixteen ‘items as found in Table 2, page 27. Eighteen or
6.9 per cent of the respondents gave rio response to the I tees in this sec
tion. The sections which follow are organized according to the major areas
of responses provided for the participants.
Positive reactions of the teachers to the
use of varied art’ edia
Teachers indicated that all art media had been used frequently, with
each item recefvtng. responses ranging from $4.5 to 97.1 p.r cent.. Crayons,
drawing paper, and construction paper received mere affirmative responses
TABLE 2
RESPONSES OF TEACHERS REGARDING THE USE OF VARIED ART MEDIA AS A RESULT OF
ThE TELEVISION ART PROGRAM AND DEMONSTRATION TEACHING
Often Seldom Nevr
Items Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
To ~at extent wsre these materials
used?
Finger Paint 152 62.8 48 19.8 42 17.4
Crayons 233 97.1 8 2.3 1 .6
Chalk 193 79.7 36 14.8 13 5.5
Burlap . 132 54.5 47 19.4 63 26.1
Yarn 159 .65.7 57 24.5 26 9.8
construction Paper 230 95.0 10 3,9 2 1.1
Tissue Paper 194 80.0 43 17.8 5 2.2
Newsprint 179 73.5 46 18.3 17 8.2
Manila Paper 201 83.0 33 13.9 8 3.1
Drawing Paper 218 90.0 17 7.9 7 2.1
Water Colors 1.86 76.8 49 20.2 17 3•O
Mag~ Markers 202 83.4 35 14.4 2.2
Clay 184 76.0 48 19.8 10 4.2
Papier Mache 146 60.3 49 20.2 47 19..5
Tempera 201 83.0 30 11.8 11 5.2
Plaster of Paris 147 61.0 39 16.3 5.6 22.7
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than any of the other media, with an average of 95.5 per cent. Some of
the: newer materials introduced such as tissue, magic markers and moist
clay received an average pos~i t~ve response of 80.0 per cent.: Burlap,
finger paint, and plaster of paris ranked lower with a range of from
54.5 to 61.0 per cent.
From the above information, ft appeared that the part4.c~pants more
commonly used the more conventIonal materials, but new mat: rials were used
to some advantage.
Responses indicating Infrequent use
of art: ndla
Materials which the respondents labeled as “seldom uSed~ were finger
paint, burlap, yarn, newsprint, watercolors and papier mache. The respona.
se: to these items ranged from 14.8 per cent to 20.2 per cent.. For an
appreciable number of teachers, this information indicated a possible need
for more effective teckniques In using these materials:.
Teachers’ indication of non-use of
art media
Inspections of this section revealed that there were participants
who had not used any of the media lIsted in Table 2. One or less than one
per cent had not used crayon. Materials ~d~ich were used least were finger
paint, burlap, papier mache andplaster of paris.:
An analysis of the above Information indicated that a relatively
small: percentage of teachers reported no use of varied art media.
Responses of Teachers Regarding the Proposed
Extensions of the Art Program
Ten I tems regarding the proposed CxtenS$oflS of the art program were
Included in the questionnaire. Two hundred forty.sIx particIpants reacted
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to all of the items; fourteen or S~3 per cent did not respond. The See
tiens ~d~itch follow are organized according to the major areas of response
pro%ri ded for the participants. Numbers and percentages of responses are
found in Table 3, page 3O~
Posi tive reactions of the teachers regarding
the proposed extensIons of the art program
Participants agreed strongly on all of the Items listed in this
section of the questionnaire, wi th an average response of 95.5 per cent
on each item. The item regarding increased art personnel ranked highest,
wIth 96.3 per cent of the teachers indicating this as a need in balancing
the classroom activities. Items concerning more workshops for teachers
and vertical files of resource materials maintained a percentage of 89.0.
It was evident on the basis of these responses that an extension of the
program. as related to the items in Table 3, was needed to meet the vast
needs of teachers and pupils.
Responses indicating rejection of
extensions of the art. program
Responses ranging from .1 per cent to 10.1, per cent Indicated that
the current art program should not be extended as suggested in the items
listed in Table 3. Tnty-thre or 10.4 per. cent of the participants felt
that more conference time wi th the specialist wa.s not needed. Only two
or less than one per cent rejected the idea of an art specialist based in
each school, ~i 1. two or less than one per cent said there was no need
for a special ly..equipped art room and more resource. materials In Individual
schools.
On the basi s of these responses, one might conclude that a very
TABLE 3
RESPONSES OF TEACHERS REGARDING THE PROPOSED EXTENSIONS OF ThE
CURRENT ELEMENTARY ART PROGRAM
Yes No Uncertain
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per CentItems
The art program would be more beneficial
if I t provi ded:
More workshops and in-service training
courses.~ 219 88,9 8 3.0 19 8.1
More conference time with specialist. 198 76.1 23 10.4 25 13.5.
Increased art personnel to balance needs
of classroom teacher 237 96.3 1 .7 8 3.0
An art specialist in each school. 236 95.9 2 .1 8 4.0.
Regularly scheduled art instructions
for Individual classes 231 93.9 4 2.0 11 4.1.
More resource materials In individual
schools. . 236 95,9 2 .1 8 4,0
A specially equipped art room in each
school. 230 93.0
0
2 .1 14 6.9
TABLE 3-..Continued
Yes No Uncertain
Items — Number Per Cent Number Per C~nt Number Per Cent
More time for specialist’s guidance
for guiding creative talented children.. 231 93,4 3 1.0 12 5.6
Vertical files of art materials, re
source matertals and professional
books recomeended for classroom use. 220 89.0 8 3.1 18 7.9
Special Help for new teacI~rs 224 91.0 4 1.1 18 7.9
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small percentage of respondents did not desire an extension of the art
program and its resources.
Teachers’ ‘Indication of uncertainty reqardi~g
the extension of the current art proqram
Nineteen or 8.1 per cent of the teachers indtcated that they were
uncertain about the need for more workshops, and I n—service training courses.
Two other items which received an average of 4.1 per cent responses were
increased art personnel and a based art specialist in each school. Twenty-
five or 13.5 per cent of the teachers indicated uncertainty regarding in
creased conference time with the specIalist.
Inspection of this category revealed that there were mare partici
pants uncertain about the extensions of the program than those indicated
a “no” response-arid that these subjects might have needed further explana
tions of the program.
Responses of Teachers Regarding the Total
Elementary Art PrQgram, Escambia
County, Florida
This category of the questionnaire contained forty-seven I tome re
garding the content. of the total current art program as outlined in Tables
4, beginning on page 33 and continued on pages 34, 35, and 36 Two hundred
forty-seven respondents answered all of the items. Forty—seven or 5.0 per
cent of the respondents did not respond. Since the con~onents of the
total program were so closely related, the sections which follow are or
ganized accord! ng to the major areas of response provi ded for the parti ci-
pants, rather than on the subject area which are identified as Table 4
continues.
TABLE 4
RESPONSES OF TEACHERS REGARDING THE TOTAL ELEMENTARY ART PROGRAM, ESCAMBIA
COUNTY, FLORIDA (CONTENT AND MTERIALS)
Did the content and materials
of the telecasts and class
room demonstration lessons
measure up to these Stan
dards?
Ideas reflected changing
patterns and styles of
set f-expressions.
Experiences motivated chil
dren to observe, to make
comparisons, to select
and make judgement.
Provisions were made to
help children to identify
thei r own problems and to
find their own solutions
Sufficient resource materials
were available at all times
to take care of c idren’ s
factual problems.
Yes No Occasionally Never
Items Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
206 83.4 8 3.2 33 13.4 0 0.00
196 79.5 12 4.8 39 15.7 0 0.00
180 72.8 16 5.6 48 19.4 3 1.2
166 67.3 27 10.9 51 20.6 3 1.2
TABLE 4--Continued
(CONTENT AND MATERIALS)
Yes — No Occasionally Never
Items Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
Adequate time was allotted
for art experiences to
Insure personal sati sfac—
tion on the part of the
pupils. 220 91.2 0 0.00 21 8.8 0 0.00
Experiences provided re—
~ flected good working and
~ c lean—up habi ts for
further growth and develop
ment 226 93.3 8 2.1 15 4.6 0 0.00
Chi I dren were given a chance
for two or three consecu
tive experiences with each
medium to Insure oppor
tuni ty for progress in
learning to use the ma
terial and to develop
techniques. 226 93.3 6 2.3 10 4.4 0 0,00
TABLE 4-—Continued
(TEACHERS’ RESPONSES REGARDING MOTIVATION OF CREATIVE
EXPRESSION)
Often Seldm Never.
Items —~ Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
To what extent was creative expression
motivated by the following?
Materials (clay, paper, etc.) 225 91.0 16 6.L, 6 2.6
Units . 204 82.5 3. 12.9 ii 4.6
Children’s personal experiences 199 81.5 39 15.8 9 3.7
Work and Play activities 206 83.4 32 12.9 9 3.7
Events within the family, coiMlunity
and neighborhood.- 181 73.4 50 2O..~2 16 6.4
Special Holidays 213 86.2 24 9.7 10 4.1
~ and slIdes 162 65.5 35 14.3 50 20.2
Poems and stor4es 184 74.;1 47 18.5 17 7.4
Exhibits 182 73.3 53 21.4 13 5.3
Observing 206 83.5 38 14.3 4 2.2
Music 162 65.3 55 22.1 31 12.6
IllustratIve materIal 212 85.4 29 11.6 7 .3
Typesd evaluation used in your
situation:
Teacher evaluation 224 90.6 17 6.2 7 3.2
Group evaluatIon 220 88.7 23 9.2 5 2,1




(RESPONSES OF ThE TEAcHERS REGARDING ThE ART PROJECTS)
‘J3
0~.
Yes No Not Needed
Items Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
Were these projects provided to apply
art knowledge and support learning
In all areas of the curriculum?
Mábi les 179 75.5 48 20.2 10 4.3
DIoramas 185 78.0 43 18.1 9 3.9
• Murals 204 86.0 28 11.8 5 2.2
Puppets 197 83.1 38 15.0 2 1.9
Modeling 226 95.3 11 47
. PaintIng 227 95.3 9 3.7
ConstructIon 221 93.2 13 5.4 3 1.4
Finger PaInting 208 87.7 24 10.2 5 2.1
DrawIng 230 97.0 7 3.0
Collage 210 87.1 25 10.3 6 2.6
~ Weaving 199 82.5 36 1.4.9 6 2.6
~ Printing 207 85.8 29 12.0 5 2.2
Mosaics 210 87.~i 23 10.8 8 2.1
Table Displays 217 90.0 21 8.7 3 1.3
TABLE 4--Continued
(TEAcHERS’ REACTIONS TO CORRELATION OF ART EXPERIENCES ANO SUBJECT AREAS AND ThEIR
APPRAISALS OF SPECIAL RESOURCES)
Often Seldom Never ~
Items Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
To what extent were art experiences
correlated in these areas?
Science 221 89.1 23 9.2 4 2,6
Art thmet$c 176 71.0 50 20.4 22 8.6
Social Studies 243 97.5 6 2.5
Language Arts 202 81.4 38 15.4 8 3.2
Heal th 206 83.1 28 10 • 9 14 6.0
To what extent were resource materials
available for increasing children’s
knowledge of art appreciation?
FilmstrIps 158 66.0 51 21.5 28 12.5
Si ides 141 59.4 45 19.1 51 21.5
FIlm~ (16mm) 152 64.1 64 27.8 21 8.1
Sculpture (Reproductions) 141 59.4 47 20.0 49 20.6
Art Reproductions (Works of
famous artists) 156 65.8 59 75.2 22 9.0
Art Shows 123 51.8 70 29.4 44 18.8
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Positive reactions of the teachers regardIng
the content of the art program
The flr5t major aspect of the program Is content and materials. In
the. area of positive response, the three standards which rated highest re
lated to time, working and cieanøup habIts., and opportunities to. work with
various art media. The teachers percentages of positive reactions were
91.1, 93.0, end 93.3, respectively. Standards which.were related to motiva
ting children to observe, to make coe~.arisons, to select,. and. identify
problems were endorsed: by the participants, with percentages ranging from
79.5 to 72.8, Teachers further indicated that ideas gained from the tele
casts encouraged changing patterns and styles of self.expression.
Authorities agree that specific art projects, such as are listed in
Table 4, are necessary to provide art knowledge and support it. With a
high degree of endorsement, teachers indicated that drawing and table
displays wert effective In developing art skills and knowledge. The per
centages of posi tive responses regarding these media ranged from 90.00 to
97.00 per cent. Murals, puppets, finger paintIng, weavIng, printing, and
mosaic projects were favored by teachers, with 85.0 as the average per cent
of posi tive responses.
One section of Table 4 carries items regardIng motivational procedures
which authorities in the field consIder requisite for stimulating creative
expression. Inspection of the table indicated that art materials were
used more frequently by teachers and specialists than any of the other re
sources. Nlnety’one per cent of them reacted positively to these 4 tees.
Secondly, the teachers considered units, personal experiences of children,
work and play activities, special holidays, observ4ng, and Illustrative
materials to be strongly motivational in value.
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Research studies indicate that of taO after art projects are ml ti
ated they are often evaluated in order to increase learning skills and to
further stimulate creative expression. Authorities agree that teacher
evaluations, group evaluations, and self-evaluations are the three maIn
means of appraisal. Zn their response to thIs item en the questionnaire,
the teachers revealed that their own evaluations were used more frequently
than group and se1fa~evaluations. The respective percentages of positive
responses were 90.6, 88.7, and 87.9.
A survey of related literature indicated that the art e~eriences
are more meaningful when they are integrated with other content areas in
the curriculum. Responses from participants revealed that to a greater
extant art activi ties were correlated with ~ocfa1 studies and science than
any of the other subjects. Percentages of positive reactions were 97.5 and
89.1, respectively. Language arts and health were favored with the Second
highest percentages of 84.4 and 83.1, respectively, while arithmetic rated
~anly 71.0 per cent of the positive responses,
The item regarding the availability of resource materials waS less
posi tivel y endorsed than any other area of the program, Percentages of
affIrmative reactions to fiirn~trips, fIlms, and art reproductions were
66.0, 64.1, and 65.8, respectIvely. Slides, sculpture reproductions, and
art shows received an average affirmative response of 59.4 per cent.
On the basis of the total positIve responses of the participants,
ft would appear that the contents o~ the art program were favorably re
ceived by a large number of the subjects and that these responses accorded
with current trends in the lIterature.
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Ne4ative responses regarding the content
of the, current ért ‘program
A. indicated in Table 4, a very small percentage of the partici.
pants rejected the contents of the art program. Standards which received
the highest percentage of negative responses related to availability of
resource materials, provisIons to help children identify problems, and
motivating experiences. Percentages representing these negative reactions
i~rnre 10.9, 5.6, end 4.8, respectively.
Negative responses to the art program were higher In areas concerned
with art~ projects than they were with respect to standard practices and
procedures. in Table 4 one may note that certain areas of expression were
rejected by a range of from 10 to 20 per cent of the subjects. These were:
mobiles, dioramas, puppets, finger painting, collages, weavtng, printtng,
and mosaics. Media with fewer negative responses were painting, drawing,
modeling, and table displays.
There were fewer negative responses concerni rig resources for stimula.
ting creative expression than in any other area of the content. Movies,
slides and music received the highest negativ, responses with percentages
of 20,2, and 12.6, respectively. Other resources which were rejected by
the participants by from 2.1 per cent to 4.6 per cent, were art materials,
units, work and play activities, special holidays, observing, poems and
exhi bits. Illustrative materials drew a negative response or less than
one per cent.
Very few of the teachers respcnded negatively regarding the evalua~.
tion of art projects. Group evaluations and self-evaluations were re
jected by 2.1 and 2.0 per cent, of the subjects, respectively, while teach
er evaluatIons were slightly hIgher with a percentage of 3.2.
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Negative responses regarding art activities being correlated with
other subjects in the curriculum indicated arithmetic and health to be
least often related. This was in direct contradiction to social studies,
which was highly endorsed, Language arts and science received less than
three per cent of the negative responses regarding correlated act(vi ties.
Thachers’ reactions to available resource materials ware strongly
negative. The percentages of subjects responding negatively to slides,
sculpture reproductions, and art shows were 21.5, 20.6, and 18.8, respect
ively. Art reprockictions, fIlms (16mm), and filmstrips ware reportedly
used more than the latter aids since the percentages of teachers who
responded negatively were 9.0, 8,1, and 12.5, respectively,
An investigation of the total negative responses indicated by the
participants revealed that an average of thirty or 12.2 per cent of the
teachers rejected all or parts of the content design of the art program.
it was further observed that the highest negative responses concerned
lack of availability of resources.
Responses which tndicatød occasional or infrequent
endor*ementof certain aspects of the art program
Inspection of Table 4, revealed that the greater proportion of the
teachers who did not respond post tuively to the content of the program
“seldom” or only “occasiana11y~’ endorsed it. The respective percentages
of 20.6, 19,4, and 15.7, indicated such responses to resource materials,
children’s identification of problems, and motivational experuiences.
Again, it is believed that positive reactions to the need for working and
clean-up habi ta, experiences with varied media, and idea reflecting chang
I ng patterns In art accounted for the very few teachers who registered
only “occasional” support of such practices and Ideas. These percentages
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ranged from 2.1 to 3.2 of the total number, of respondents.
On the other shed, the participants’ responses regarding .“eccas~
lonal” use of certain sources of motivations were as high as fifty-five
per cent of the tetal and no lower than 20 per cent. Ex5~1es of the
latter responses were percentages of 22.1, 21.4 and 20.2 in the respect—
i ye areas of most c, exhibits, and events within family and coarnin~ ty.
According to these groups of teachers, each of these aras was used only
“~occastonal ly” for purposes of motfvatt ng artistic expression.
Autheri ties agree that cM I dren’ a personal experiences, unt ts,
poems and stories, and observational experiences should be used frequent) y
to motivate creative expression. teachers’ responses to the Items men
tioned above revealed that between 14 and 19 per cent of them made “occas
ional” use of personal reading and spectal observation.
As indicated in Table 4, some teachers reported that they “seldom”
made. use of types of art evaluations used in the televised art program.
Teachers ~ reactions to thi a item were I ndi cated wi th percentages of 10 • I
for self—evaluations, ~.2 for group evaluations, and ~.2 for teacher evalua
tions.
Further inspection of table 4 indicated that appreciable numbers of
teachers reported that they “seldom” correlated art experiences with other
disciplines in the curriculum. Arithmetic and language rated percentages
pf 20.4 and 15.4, respectively, while social studies and science had per
centage responses of 2J and 9.2, respectively.
An average of sixty-five or erie third of the teachers indicated that
they “seldom” made use of available reSource materials for Increasing cMl—
dren’s knowledge of art. Fifty~nine or 75,2 per cent of the teachers re~
ported that art repoructions were “aol dots” used for increasing children’s
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art appreciation. Occasional uses of filmstrips, films (16ma), sculpture
reproductions and art shows rated percentages of 21.5, 27.8, 20.0, and
29.4, respectively.
On the basis of the wide range of respnses, which indicated areas
“seldom” or “occasionally” used by the teachers, one might conclude that
there were i~ortant aspects of the art program which were not applicable
to the basic needs of the teachers.
Teachers’ Indications of projects not needed
in the art resource program
Inspection ef~ Table 4 revealed that a small percentage of teachers
indicated that specific art projects were not needed in the art program.
Mobiles and dioramas were among these Indications, with percentages of
4.3, and 3.9, respectively. Murals, finger painting, collages, weaving,
printings, and mosiacs were identified as not needed by an average of 2.4
per cent of the teachers. As indicated in Table 4, other projects rated
one per cent or less.
An analysis of the above information would indicate that certain
are projects were not used in the art program. This finding might further
Indicate teachers’ limited knowledge of art techniques and the use of
varied art media.
Report of Teachers’ Opi nf ens Regarding the
Services of the Art Specialist In the
Elementary Schools, Eseambia County,
Florida
This category included nine items regarding the services of the
art specialIst as found in Table 5, page 44. Two hundred forty~n1ne par
ticipants responded to all of the Items. Eleven or 5.1 per cent made no
response • The sections whIch follow are organi zed accordIng to the major
TABLE 5
REPORT OF TEACHERS’ OPINIONS REGARDING THE SERVICES OF THE ART SPECIALIST IN
THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS OF ESCAMBIA COUNTY, FLORIDA
Yes No Occasionally Never
Items Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
Did the art specta lists
18 7.2 1
Allow for tndtvt dual dif
ferences in teaching
technIques? 209 83.8
Provide a flow of materials
and new teaching methods? 203 81 • 5
208 83.6 17 6.8
Al low for engagement in
mutual exchange of I deas
with classroom teacher?
Assist teachers in provid
ing experiences irs art for
children in connection with
units in all aeeas of the
curriculum?
Assist teachers In planning
for meaningful experiences













203 81.5 15 6.1 29 11.6
TABLE 5~-Conttnu
Yes No Occasionally Never
Items Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
Al low for special help upon
request to help teachers
who felt insecure in
teaching art? 210 84.4 16 6.4 23 9.2 0 0.00
Organize workshops and other
types of in-service improve
ment program? 145 53.5 64 20.5 23 9.2 17 6.1
Assist teachers to use varied
methods, materials and activi
ties for an effective art
program? 208 83.6 15 6.1 23 9.2 3 1.1
Collect and organize resource
materials as a stimulating
interest for meanIngful
participating of ciii idren? 198 79.5 21 8.5 26 10.4 4 1.6
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areas of response provided for the participants..
ttfve reactions of heteacrs regarding
the servi eel ofthi~ specie 11 at
Among their psitive reactlons~ to the art spectalist, etghty—four
per cent of the teachers indicated that frequently there bms mutual ex
change of ideas. ttems rqard4n~ request for special help,~ using varied
methods, correl ating experiences, I ndivi dual differences, meeting the
needs of children and provision of materials rated percentages of pea1
tive responses which ranged from 81.5 to 8~.4. The item regarding o.rgani.
zation of workshops and other improvement programs received afffrrnativá
responses from only 53.5 per cent of the teachers. One hundred and nInety-
eight or 79.5 per cent Indicated that the specIa1tsts~ Services were ade.
quately rendered in collecting arid organIzing resource materials.
Xt appeared from the above information that the teachers rated the
services of the art specialists as adequate, particularly in the areas.
of mutual exchange of Ideas and resources. ThIs findIng Is in substantIal
agreement with current discussions found in the literature which defIne
these Services as among the most Important roles of art consultants.
Teachers’ ne~ative responses re~arding the services of
U~speà~ali~t.
The sharp decrease In the positive responses regarding the specialists’
services in organfztng workshops and other Improvement programs and slight
Increase in negative responses may be noted at points in Table 5. Twenty.
one or8.5 per cent of the teachers Indicated that the art specialist did
not collect and organize materials, while nineteen or 7.6 per cent did not
provide new materials and teaching methods. Regarding allowances for indi
vidual differences in teaching techniques, mutual exchange of Ideas, and
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assistance In the use of varied methods, an average of six per cent of
different groups of the teachers Indicated virtually no help from art
specialists.
The questionnaire provided space for the partIcipants to react to
a negative response of “never” with respect to the specialists’ servl ces.
Zn thIs regard less than one per cent of the teachers Indicated that the
spec4alists gave no cönslderatfon to individual differences, sharing of
materIals, exchange of ideas, providIng experiences, and planning for
needs of clil Idren. Seventeen or 6.8 per cent tndicated that workshops
and other Improvement programs were not provided.
It was evident from the total negative responses that a relatively
small percentage of the respondents rat~~ed the services of the specialists
as inadequate, Observations further revealed that a possible need for
more workshops and tmprovment programs as recoemended by authorl ties
in the field was evident.
Teachers’ indicatIon~ of~ oc~as.Ion~ai
services of the art specialists
Certain teachers registered the belief that only “occasionally”
did the art specialists plan for meaningful experiences, organize ma
terials, and provide help with teaching methods. The respective percent
ages were 11.6, 10.4, and 10.1. The participants ranked as second their
belief that the art speclal4sts ‘~occaslonal)y” allowed for Individual
differences, assisted teachers, gave special help, organized workshops and
used varied methods. The average percent of dil s type of response was
9,01
An analysIs of the above Information would Indicate that In certain
aspects of the art program the specialIsts’ services ware only “occasion-
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ally” beneficial to appreciable numbers of the respondcnts. Furthermore,
this type of response might ha~’e indicated a kind of indifference to or
lack of understanding of the role of the art specialist.
Responses of Teachers~ Opinions Regarding the I~iications
for the “Sign—Up” Type of Schedule and Correlated Art
Program in the Elementary Schools, Escambia County,
Florida
Table 6, page 4~ includes two items regarding a specific type of
schedule and art program in the elementary schools in Escambia County,
Florida. Two hundred and fourteen partlc1~pants responded to all of the
items while fourteen or S.3 per cent gave no response. The sections which
follow are organized accord(ng to the major areas of response provided
for the participants.
Positive reactions of the teachers to the
“si~n~.up” schedul ö and córrél at~d ei~t program
$eveaty..five per cent of the participants preferred the “sign-up”
type of schedule, while 91.0 per cent indicated that the correlated
art program was adequate and enhanced learning In all areas of the school
curriculum. On the basis of these responses, one may conclude that teach
ers agreed to the adequacy of this type of program wM ch I $ consi dared
acceptable to authorities In the fIeld.
Negative responses of the teachers regarding
the : “sIgn~up” .#chedule and correlated art program
Forty-e~.gbt or 19.8 per cent of the teachers indicated a negative
response to the “sign-up” type of schedule, Three or 1.1 per cent of the
participants rejected the correlated art program. The responses mdi
cated that a small percentage of the teachers would prefer another type
of schedule and program design..
TABLE 6
RESPONSES OF TEACHERS REGARDING SCHEDULING AND CORRELATIONS OF mE ART
PROGRAM
Yes No Uncertain
Items Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
P reference for the “si gn-up” type
of schedule for the 1967-1968
185 75.2 48 19.8 13 5.0
Correlated art experiences for
enhancement of learning in all
areas of the school currtculum 224 91.0 3 1.1 19 7.9
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Teachers indications of uncertainty regarding
the “sign-up” schedule and correlated art pçograrn
A total of thirty-two or 12.9 per cent of the.partIcipants were
uncertain about the “sign-up” type of schedule and the correlated art
program. To this writer, this response indicated a need for increased
effort to interpret the proposed programs and to consi der the wishes of
those participants who registered rejections and/or uncertainties.
Su~ry of Interpretations
Four hundred fifty questionnaires were distributed to teachers in
the elementary schools of Escambia County, Florida and a total of two
hundred sixty or 57.7 per cent were returned. The sections which follow
contain sumearies of interpretations according to the major areas of the
study.
Educational Televist on Art Program
1. The majority of the participants considered the educational
television art lessons of great value to the art program.
2. A range of eighteen to fifty-three or 8.5 per cent to 24.7
per cent of the teacers indlcatsd that television art lessons
were occasionally designed to fill the teachers’ need for “art-
help”.
3. Twenty—eight or 12.7 per cent indicated that televised art
lessons were inadequately designed as “art-help”.
Use of Varied Art Media
1. Ninety-five per cent of the teachers Indicated that they
often used conventional materials such as crayons, drawing
paper and construction paper.
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2. Finger paint, burlap, yarn, newsprint, watercolors and
papier mache ware labeled as “seldom used”.
3. A relatively small percentage of the teachers indicated “non
usage” of all art media as listed in Table I.
Proposed Extensions of Art Program
I • Teachers indicated wi th high posi ti ye responses of 95.5 per
cent to each f tern listed in this section. The item regarding
increased art personnel ranked higher, with 96.3 per cent of
the teachers ~adicating thisas a need for balancing the.
classroom activities.
2. Twenty-five or 13.5 per cent of the teachers revealed un
certainties regarding the extensions of the art program.
Content of the Art Program
I • The three standards ~dii cii ware rated highest related to time,
working and clean-up habitS, and opportunities to work with
various art media.
2. Drawings, table displays, printing and puppets ware recorded
as projects most frequently used.
3. Art materials were used more frequently by teachers for stimu
lating creative expression than any other resource.
4. Teachers ranked first their belief that teacher evaluations
ware used more frequently than group and selfwevaluations.
5. Social studies and science ware correlated to a greater extent
than any of the other subjects in the curriculum.
6. The avat1abil~ty of resource materails. was less positively
endorsed than any other area of the program.
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Services of the Specialist
1. The majority of the teachers indicated the services of the
art specialIst as favorable, particularly in the areas of
mutual exchange of ideas and resources.
2. One half or 53.5 per cent of the teachers Indicated negative
responses regarding the specialists’ services In organtzing
workshops and other improvement programs.
3. $ix per cent of the teachers Indicated vitually no help from
art specialists.
‘SI qnbupu Schedule and Correlated Art Preqram
1. Seventy—five per cent of the participants preferred the “sign-
up” type of schedule.
2. Ninety-one per cent Indicated that the correlated art program
was adequate and enhanced learnt ng in all areas of the school
curriculum.
3. Forty—eIght or 19.8 per cent of the teachers were negatIve
toward the “sign~up” type of schedule while three or 1.1
per cent regIstered rejections to the program,
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY, CONCWSZONS, IMPLICAflONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Review of Basic Rationale and Design
of the Study
Historically, many schools have moved from the strict perspective
drawings of Walter Smith to an almost lalssez!faire situation of letting
the children have complete freedom in expression. In 1872, Smith directed
the. Massachusetts Normal School, which trained many of the teachers who
established art activities In public schools In many parts of the United
States. Other influences on art education came from philosophies of
William James and John Dewsy In the early 1900’s, and the resulting
ei~hasis on child-centered education stressed freedom and opportunity for
learning through experiences. Today, in shows of children’s art work, all
these influences from the past can be found represented in the classroom.
Each teacher has been exposed to one or more of these trends In art educa
tion or to different stereotypes about art in our culture.1
Children in elementary school should have the kinds of art activi
ties which enrich their knowledge, understanding, and enjoyment. They
need the experience of beauty in form, space, color and design. They need
tJune King McFee, o~cIt., pp. 179—180.
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the insight and awareness that come through the visual sense. They need
the feel I rig of achievement which resul ts from the proj ecti on of thei r
own ideas and the creation of their own art.
Within the span of one generation, art education has changed I ts
phIlosophy and methods. The old Ideas that art was something a teacher
poured into children have been replaced by the belief that art is an out
pouring of the child’s ideas and feelings. From the knowledge of Indi
vidual differences~has come the conviction that each child~s art should
reflect his uniqueness. Children learn about art or anything In relation
to their need and interest at the amment.1
Many writers in th art field have recogntzed two thIngs: (1) the
children’s desire to express themselves, and (2) the effectiveness of
art media for expression. Knudsen and Christensen, in particular, speak
of the “deeply rooted creative impulse.” ihey are confi dent that cM 1-
dren ~ul4 produce creative work ~dthout additional stimulation if they
were free from interference in their development.2
Elementary school teachers have been observed introducing a medium
about which they have negatIvefeelings. Without realizing It:, by the
expressions on their faces and the way they handle the medium, they com
municate to the children their dislikes for it. For this reasOn1 many
educators recommend the assistance of an art specialist.
Art education in the elementary school is no longer considered a
“frill” In the curriculum. Creative art provides opportunIties for. e~uca—
1jefferson, op. cit., pp. 1—3.
2Knudsen and Christensen, pp. 4k., p. 13.
~5.
tional enrichment geared to the child’s level of development9 Children
need the educational balance that takes into account the creativity they
are born with. Independence to create something different which require
all children to arrive at the same solutions. To a great extent conform
ity ~s necessary In factual learning; similary, nonconformity is essential
to art. Both play a part in the ca~lete development of the child’s per
sonality and education.
The writer’s interest in this problem stemeed~ from her having taught
for two and one-half years as an art resource teacher In Escambia County.
The current art program was designed to fill a reaT need for “art-help1’
expressed by elementary teachers. It was designed to help those with
little or no art traintng. The organization of the program featured three
main servIces: (1) The first of the services was demonstration teach1ng.
The teachers requested the particular art lesson they wished to see taught.
(2) Workshops and in-service courses were organized for the teachers who
felt that they would need more help. (3) Resource materials were assembled
and made avatlable at the request of the teacher. (4) Televised art les
sons were shown twenty-one times per week.
Possessing a keen interest in the effectiveness of this program,
the writer used this subject for research. Th writer felt that the fn~-.
ings of this Study would give definite direction toward effectively improv
ing the elementary art program in light of trends used in art education.
The problem Involved in this study was to survey and analyze teach
ers’ opinions regarding the current art resource program, These opln1ons
were subjected to cr1 teria which authorities irs the area consider requIsite
and/or highly acceptable as current trends in the field.
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The main purpose of the study was to describe and analyze the ele
mentary art program as seen by the teachers of Escambia County, Florida.
More specifically, the purposes of this research determined the teachers’
opinions regarding:
1, The 4nfluence of the educatIonal television art program
upon the art program in the Specific schools.
2. The fi~licatfens for the continuance of a correlated art
program and the ‘4sign~up” type of schedule.
3. The extension and use of varied art media as a result of
the television art program and demonstration teaching by
the specialist.
4. The servIces of the art specialist.
5. The content of the current art program.
6. Proposed extensions of the current art program.
• A further aim of the research was to determine how the foregoing
opinions agreed wi th or dIffered from cr1 ten a found In authorl tati ye
sources.
It was the opInion of the writer that the following terms should
be defined.
I • “Art education” is an activity of clii 1 dren in thel r I ndl —
vidual reactions to their environment. It is a language
that enriches the entire curriculum.1
2. “CreatIve art” is a child’s way of free expression of ideas
with materials.2
3. “Creativity” means the ability to produce or the quality.
of producing something new, unique, on gi na 1, not exi stent
before.3
1McFee, op. cIt., p. 7.
2Jefferson, op. cit., p. 9.
3Hefferman, op. cit., p. 191.
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The limitations of the study inhered mainly in any inadequacies
which might have Inhered in the ability and willingness of the subjects
to respond to the questionnaire which was the major instrument used in
the investigation. The checklist of criteria was derived from careful
study of the ii terature and from no other source.
At the time of the Study, there ware 2,500 töachers, principals
and supervisors employed in the Escambia County School System. The Board
of Public Instruction was operating 72 schools. This study involved 4~o
teachers employed in 50 elementary schools. The range in experience pro
vided significant survey appraisal of the elementary creative art program.
This study employed the Oescriptlve$urvey methodology, utilizing
the questionnaire and interview techniques, and documentary analysis as
research tools to collect data necessary to fulfill the purposes of this
research. The writer felt that this method was approprfate for ascertain
ing the status of the phenomena under consideration.
The basic data.gathering instrument was a specially designed question
n.i re which was structured by compiling a set of cr1 ted a from the surveyed
literature. The criteria were formulated into a set of questions which
ware submitted in questionnaire form to an adviser on the staff of Atlanta
University. With the assistance of the adviser, the instrument was log
ically validated, and later submitted In its final form. A copy of the
questionnaire will be in the Appendix. A checklist of criteria ascer
tained from the literature was formulated according to the major purposeS
of study.
The procedural steps involved in this study were as follows~
1. Permission was obtained from the necessary authorities
to conduct this study.
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2. The questionnaire was constructed and,dlstributed to
the respndents,
3. Whereposslble, 4nterviews wereheld wIth the respondents.
4. The literature germane to the study was reviewed and sum.
marl zed.
5. Data were recorded and assembled Into approprf ate tables.
6. FindIngs, conclusions, impUcatiens, and reconmiendatlons
were compiled and presented In the final thesis copy.
Sumnary of the Survey of Related Literature
Basic suimnaries and Inferences evolving from the literature In this
study were sumearized in the following statemntst
1. Creative behavior is the major goal of art education.
2. InstItutes or workshops in elementary school art are
sources of help to the classroom teacher.1
3. Creativity is the essefltial component of art education.2
4. CreatIvity can be motivated.
5. ImItative methods have detrimental effects on the childs
creativeness • 3
6. The basic qualities of any art experience are sensitivity,
fluency, flexibility, originality, reorganlz~tlon, abstract.
ness, synthesis and the ability to organlze.L~
7. A well~planned art pro9ram will provide many opportunIties
for freedo~ of choices and investigate different kinds of
materIals.
8. A good art program will be directed to meet changes In normal
growth.6
-~.
‘Schuchat, o~. cit., p. 54.
2Lark~Horovitz, op~~ cit., p.. 166..
3Ibtd., p. 166.
4Lowenfeld, op. cIt., pp. 7-9.
5Erdt, op. cit., p. 5.
6lbid.
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9. Art can and should enrich activity in ether subjects. it is
a means of expression and conmaunication for every discipline.
10. Six general concepts necessary for effective children’s art
education are: (I) permissive atmosphere, (2) stimulatIon,
(3) guidance, (~) acceptance, (5) developmental levels, and
(6) evaluation.
11. All children should be given sufficient time and opportunities
to express creative ability in art.~
12. Teachers Should grow and’ develop professiona)ly in their
ability to guide children’s art experiences.”
13. A proper balance of art activities should be provided so that
the needs of the group and of individuals are met•~
14. The art specialist should assume t~e responsibility of organiz
ing and executing the art program.°
15. The contents of a good elementary art program should provide
the following experiences: (I) Execution of murals, (2)
Three dimensional projects, (3) Painting and drawing activities,
(4) Varied modeling and sculpture techniques, (5) Printing and
Design, (6) Weaving and stitchery, (7) Collage and mosaic
techniques, and (8) Visual aids (films, art reproductions,
slides and art ~how~),.7
16. Techjques and procedures for motivating an art lesson should
vary.
17.. Ch{ldren should engage in art activities one hundred minutes
per week.9
1~
Swynehardt, op, cit., p. 9.
2~nudsen and Christensen, ~p~cit., p. 13.




7Hurvitz, op. cit., pp. 146-148.
8National Art Education Association, op.cit., pp. 2831.
9ibid.
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18. A certified art soecialist should be based In each school..1
19. A specially ~quipped art room is the component of a sound
art program.
20. The art specialists should assist teachers with specific
problems.3
Findings of the Study
This study was made to describe and analyze., the elementary art prom.
gram as. seen by the teachers of.Escambia County, Florida.
The following findings were the following:
1. One hundred seventy.flve or 8.17 per cent of the teachers
considered the educational television art lessons of great
value to the art program.
2. A relatively small proportion of the teachers indicated that
televised art lessons were inadequately designed as “art
help”.
3. Teachers frequently used the mare conventional materials; how
ever, findings Indicated that new materials were used to some
advantage. The least used materials were finger paint, burlap,
papier mache and plaster of paris. Crayons, drawing paper,
and construction paper received mare affirmative responses
than any of the other media.
~ Ninety.flve per cent of the teachers agreed to the proposed
extensions of the current art program as outlined in Table 3.
Ninety—six per cent of the teachers ranked as first the belief
that Increased art personnel was needed to balance classroom
activities.
5. The contents of the art program were favorably received by a
large number of the teachers.
6. Only thirty or 12.2 per cent of the teachers registered re
jections to all or parts of the content design of the art pro
gram.
7. Teachers rated.the services of the art specl’allsts as generally





and resources. Six per cent of the teachers indicated
virtually no help from art specialists, while only thirty
revealed negative responses, particularly in organizing
workshops and other improvement programs.
8. Ninety per cent of the respondents indicated that the
correlated art program was adequate and enhanced learning
in all areas of the school curriculum.
9. Seventy-five per cent of the teachers preferred the “Sign—
up” type of schedule while 19.8 per cent indicated a negative
response.
Cone I ustons
On the basis of the fIndings as outlined in thIs study, the writer
concluded that*
1. The educational television art lessons ware beneftctal to
teachers in the elementary art program, Escambia County,
Florida. The preponderance of posi ti ye responses to most
aspects of the program led the writer to conclude that the
influence on the telecasts was goad.
2. More conventional art media were used by teachers than the
new materials which were introduced by television programs
and specialists. Crayon, drawing paper and construction
paper received a high affirmative response therefore it
seemed logical to conclude that the telecast programs and
art specialists did not encourage the use of varied art media
to a great extent,
3. A greater proportton of the teachers indicated high positive
responses regarding the content of the art program; therefore
the writer concluded that the teachers accepted the content
design of the art program.
4.. The services of the art specialists were rated favorably.
Teachers indicated an averag, of 80.0 per cent positive
responses to mere than two-thi rds of the t tems regarding the
specialists; therefore the writer, concluded that the special
ists’ services were satisfactory to a large proportion of the
respondents.
5. The correlated art program was favorable to a large number
of subjects; therefore the writer concluded that the relating
of art activities to all content areas would be continued
in these schools,
6 The majori ty of the teachers preferred the ‘~s4gn-up” type
of schedule. It seemed logical to draw this conclusion with
one hundred eighty-five or 75.2 per cent of the teachers
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f:ndtcatlng a positive response.
7. A large percentage of the teachers indicated a positive
response regarding the extensions of the art program; there..
fore the wri ter concluded that the extensions of the program
should be considered for further study.
Implications of the Study
It would appear that:
I. Increased art personnel is needed in the elementary schools,
Etcambia county, Florida and specialists based in each schocl.~
2. The design of the correlated art program should be reStructured
in aneffort to strengthen related work in specific subject
areas.
3. The art program would be more beneficial if Its propose4
extensions were implemented.
1~ Teachers desires for more workshops and ópportuni ties to
experiment with varied art media - need immediate attention.
5. Although educational television art programs ~re adequately
designed for “art-help’1 to a large proportion of the teachers,
there may be need for follow—up of specific reactions which
were negative or Indicative of only “occasion” use of certain
resources.
Recommendations
Zn the light of the findings of this study it is recommended:
I. That an art specialist be based in each elementary school
inEscambla County, Florida,
2. That more workshops and Improvements courses be prOv( ded for
classroom teachers, with special attention to:
(a) More effective correlation of art and subject
techniques.
(b) The effective use of new and varied art media.
Cc) The importance and use of sculpture and art reproductions
as teachingaids In the classroon.
Cd) The availability and suggestive uses of resource materials.
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Ce) More effective motivational procedures for stImulating
creative expression.
(f) The Introduction and use of varied art projects to
support learning in all areas.
3. That the art resource program will be extended according to
these proposals~
(a) Regularly scheduled art instructions for individual
classes.
(b) More resource materials in Individual schools.
Cc) A specially equipped art room in each school.
Cd) More time for speci~alists to guide creatively talented
cM Idren.
(e) Vertical files of art materials, resource materials
and professional books recoamended for classroom use.
(f) Special help for new teachers.
~. That the educational television art program will be continued
and procedures for “folIew.up” activities will be extended
for better classroom use.
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QUESTIONNAIRE ART RESOURCE PROGRAM
To: Teachers of Elementary Schools in Escambia County
From: Marie K. Young Art Resource Teacher
In Res Data for Thesis Project
I am atte~ting to collect data on the current art resource
program. Please supply the requested information and return It to
me inweediately.
Your assistance in thIs respect will be highly appreciated. I
look forward to sharing the findings and receemendations with you for
our mutual concern and subsequent work pertinent to the creative develop
ment of our boys and girls in this county.
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I. Educational Television Art Lessons
Di rectlons~ Put a check (x) in the approprf ate space to indicate
your answer
Occas~
A. Were televised art lessens: . Yes No fonefl.y Never
I • ~onductve to. creativity on the part
of the pupils?
2. Related to children*s 4 riterest?
3. Continuously motivating to the
viewers?
4. Provl ded wi th successive experiences
in all art media approprtate to chIl
dren’ s levels of development _____ ____ _______
5. Conducive to the interest span of
the viewers
6. MotIvating to encourage self-direc
ted activities on the part of the
pupils?
7, Beneficial to the teacher’s need~
for Hart~.helpH
8. Related to experiences Ira connection
with units In all areas of the curri
culum
IX. Services of the Specialist
A Did the art specialist:
1. Allow for Individual differences in
teachi rig techni ques?
2. Provide a flow of materials and new
teaching methods?
3. Allow for engagement in mutual exchange
of Ideas with classroom teacher? _____
4., Assist teachers ía providing experi
end es in art for children 4 n connec
tion with units in all areas of the
curd culurn?
5. Assist teachers in planning for mean
ingful experiences to meet the needs
of chi I dren?
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69 Osasion
Yes No lonally Never
6. Allow for special help upon request
to help teachers who felt insecure
In teaching art?
7. Organize ~rkshops and other types
of I n-service improvoment programs?
8. Assist teachers to use varied methods
materials and activities for an ef—
fective art program?
9. Collect and organize resource materials
as a stimulating Interest for meaning
ful partIcipation of children?
UI. content and Materials
A. Did the content and materials of the
telecasts and classroom demonstration
lessons measure up to these standards?
1. Ideas reflected changing patterns and
styles of self-expressions.
2, ExperIences motivated children to
observe, to make comparisons, to
select and make judgement.
3. Prolisfons were made to help children
to Identify the~r own problems and to
find their own solutions.
4. Sufficient resource materials were
available at all times to take care
of children’s factual problems.
Often Seldom Never
5. To what extent was creative expression
motivated by the following?
a. Materials (clay, papter, etc.)
b. Units
c. Children’s personal experiences
d. Work and play .actlvi ties




g. Movies and slides





6. Evaiuat~on is a continuing and encouraging
process used to promote growth, ability,
confI dence, erithusi asm and constructi ye atti -
tudes.




7. To what extent were art experiences






8. To what eatent were resource materials
available for Increasing children~s knowl









9. Were these projects provided to apply
art knowledge and support Iearn4ng in all















10. Adequate time ~s alloted for
art experiences to insure per
sorsal satisfaction on the part
of the pupf Is.
11. Experiences provided reflected
good working and clean-up habits
for further growth and develop
ment.
Often Seldom Never
Yes No Not Needed
Occas
Yes No ~ona1ly Never
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Occas
Yes No lanai ly
12. CMI dren. were given a chance for
for two or three consecuelve ex
periences with each medium to
Insure opportuni ty for progress
In learning to use the material
and, to. develop techniques
Often S.1 dam Never
13. To what extent were these materials
used?
a. Finger paint _____ ______ ______
b. crayons _____ ______
c. chalk _____ ______ ______
d. burlap _____ ______ ______
a. yarn _____ ______ ______
f. construction paper _____ ______ ______
g. tissue paper _____ ______ ______
h. newsprint _____ ______ ______
I • mani I Ia paper _____ ______ ______
j. drawing paper ____ _____ _____
k. water .c9lors _____ ______ ______
1. magic markers _____ ______ _____
m. clay _____ ______ ______
~• ~ mache _____ ______ ______
o. tempera _____ ______ ______
p. plaster of paris _____ _____ _____
q. park craft
r. scrap materials —-
a. craypas _____ ______ ______
t. wire _____ ______ _____
u, nuvon paper _____ ______ ______
XV. Extension of Program
The art resource program would be more beneficial If it provIded:
Yes No. Uflcertain
1. More workshops and In-service training
courses
2. More conference time with specialist.
3. Encreased art personnel to balance needs
of classroom teachers
4. An art specialist In each school.




6. More resource materials in individual
schools.
7. . specially equipped art room ~n each
school.
8~ More time for specialist’s guidance
for guiding creative talented children
9. Vertical files of art materials, resource
materials and professional books recom
mended for classroom use.
10. Specia:l help for new teachers.
General Reflecttons:
1. I preferred the “sign-up” type of schedule
for 1967—1968.
2 • correlated art experiences enhanced learn
ing In all areas of the school curriculum.
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